Polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) have long been viewed as a highly promising power source for the automotive, portable and stationary applications. However, in order to become commercially viable, polymer electrolyte fuel cells need to address two major barriers of (i) cost and (ii) performance durability. While overcoming the cost barrier is the key to the success of high-power fuel cell systems for the automotive and stationary power applications, the durability barrier is relevant to all three fuel cell systems, including those for portable applications. In all these applications, the cost of platinum used in electrodes is a major contributor to the high total fuel cell cost. Consequently, the development of well-performing inexpensive and easily accessible nonnoble catalysts has become a major challenge for polymer electrolyte fuel cells.
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In the specific case of the direct methanol fuel cell (DMFCs), under development for portable electronics (laptop computers, cell-phones, etc.), two-wheel propulsion (power-assisted bicycles, scooters, etc.) and military applications (e.g. soldier power), platinum-based cathode catalysts have an additional disadvantage of being methanol-intolerant, which leads to the performance and efficiency losses due to the formation of a mixed potential. Unlike Pt, alternative ORR catalysts promise to be either fully or partially methanol tolerant, thus providing additional benefit for DMFCs.
In an effort predominantly aimed at lowering the cost of hydrogen-air fuel cells and developing a methanoltolerant cathode catalyst for various types of direct methanol fuel cells, including the mixed-reactant feed DMFCs, we have synthesized several typed of electrocatalysts potentially capable of replacing platinum at PEFC cathodes. An important part of this effort has been the selection and optimization of "non-catalytic" components of the membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) for successful introduction of non-platinum metal catalyst(s) to fuel cells without an additional "MEA" performance penalty.
As a result of a collaborative research between the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, University of Poitiers and Los Alamos National Laboratory, we have recently developed a method for obtaining chalcogenide catalysts, which is based on surface modification of ruthenium black particles rather than the synthesis of a bulk metal-chalcogen compound [1] . Electrochemical, non-electrochemical and fuel cell testing have revealed high ORR activity and very good methanol tolerance of such "surface chalcogenide" catalysts [2, 3] . Uniquely for Pt-free cathode catalysts, such surface chalcogenides also exhibit very good performance durability under fuel cell operating conditions at 70°C (Figure 1) .
In this presentation, we will focus on hydrogen-air and direct methanol fuel cell performance of chalcogenmodified Ru blacks as well as on the mechanism of oxygen reduction on such catalysts, as determined in rotating ring disk-electrode (RRDE) studies. Further, we will introduce methods for potentially reducing ruthenium content (loading) in surface chalcogenide catalysts, required for making these catalysts viable not only for DMFC use but also for high-power fuel cell applications, in automotive transportation in particular. 
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